Make connections as shown on this page.

Boots (3) and ignition lead (568) are supplied with alternator.

- Nut, 0.2500-20; torque to 3 Nm / 25 lb.in.
- Washer

Regulator - ENERGIZE Terminal

- Regulator connector
- Locknut, #10-24; torque to 2.3 Nm / 20 lb.in.
- Washer

N3106 Regulator

- Positive terminal on alternator
- Insulator
- Washer
- Nut, 0.2500-20; torque to 7.3 Nm / 65 lb.in. when securing B+ lead

Ground terminal bolt (.3125-18 UNC-2A) on alternator; torque to 9Nm / 80lb.in. when securing ground lead

- Terminal on vehicle ground lead
- Lockwasher
- Washer

- Vehicle harness
- Regulator - AC terminal

Figure 1a - N3106 Regulator Wiring Connections

Figure 1b - Ground Terminal Connections

Figure 1c - Positive Terminal Connections